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uses enzymes to control process

occurs in cytoplasm occurs in nucleus

occurs continuously occurs during S phase of cell cycle
occurs very quickly occurs more slowly

single origin of replication multiple origins of replication

2 non coding sections within genes are cut out
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after transcription is done in eukaryotes .

then the coding sections can be arranged in
various configurations .

Since the order of the - -

mRNA code determines the protein made
,
a single

gene can code for many different proteins

-

a segment cut into 3 sections produces 15 different possible

mRNA strands and thus 15 different proteins ! 7

3 Name of protein function

DNA Gyrase binds to DNA at initiation point and relieves strain on the DNA molecule ,
preventing it from supercoiling

DNA Helicase birds to DNA behind gyrase and separates the two DNA strands
by breaking the hydrogen bonds between base pairs

DNA primase Adds complementary RNA primer to newly separated DNA strand
which allows polymerase to bind to the DNA

DNA polymerase 111 binds to RNA primer and uses free DNA nucleotides to synthesize a

complementary DNA strand by catalysing phosphodiester bonds
DNA polymerase 1 removes RNA primer and replaces it with DNA
DNA ligase joins Okazaki fragments on the lagging strand by cata.lysing phosphodiester

bonds

single-stranded binding proteins binds to single stranded DNA and prevents the newly separated strands
from re-joining together

4 continuous DNA replication discontinuous DNA replication
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synthesizes identical DNA strand from template
no use of DNA ligase use of DNA ligase
no formation of Okazaki fragments formation of Okazaki fragments
synthesis of strand much faster synthesis of strand much slower

DNA polymerase 1 and primase used less DNA polymerase 1 and primase used much more

5 - In a crime scene
, DNA can be left behind in blood, semen , hair , etc . suspectA B C sample

This is collected and DNA purified
• Purified DNA fragment is amplified using many PCR cycles .
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' DNA is obtained from suspects and PCR done on these as well -

• DNA segments from crime scene and from suspects are = = =

separated by length into bands using gel electrophoresis
. Bands are compared for similarity \y#

larger

-

shiner I I



6 DNA replication PCR
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uses DNA polymerase 111 to synthesize Strand uses Tag Polymerase to synthesize strand
uses RNA primer uses DNA primer

RNA primer laid by primase DNA primers in mix
Helicase separates complementary strands heat separates complementary strands
in vivo process (occurs in living cells ) in vitro process (occurs in test tubes )

makes 2 copies of DNA genome | makes exponential copies of a DNA fragment

7 Tag polymerase is used in PCR as it can withstand the high temperatures needed to separate
DNA strands

.
Its optimal temperature is high , whereas DNA polymerase would denature under

similar conditions




